University of Massachusetts Amherst
Journalism Department Sicily Program

Food Policy Agreement

One of the reasons that so many travelers put Italy on the top of their list of great destinations is the food. Italian cuisine is world famous and some consider Sicilian cuisine the best of the best. Most of the food on your trip to Sicily is included, and on three occasions, we will be served special Sicilian gourmet class menus. Like all Mediterranean regions, typical Sicilian cuisine features fresh seasonal vegetables, bread, pasta, and a wide variety of cheeses, red meats, occasionally poultry, and, particularly in Sicily, seafood of all kinds. Italian meals traditionally have multiple courses and always include a selection of the food groups listed above from which a diner may pick and choose. We are proud of our ability to provide interesting, nutritious, and sometimes gourmet class meals at very reasonable cost, but we are unable to accommodate dietary alternatives that require special purchase or preparation. It is not acceptable to ask for different food items or special food preparation during group meals. The individual student, at his or her own expense, must address individual food preferences or restrictions.

One of the major rewards of traveling is participating in the culture of the place you are visiting. If you choose to not take advantage of this opportunity to taste one of the world's great cuisines, it is your prerogative, but understand that others in the group are enjoying the island's culinary diversity. Please keep your opinions to yourself.

I have read and agree to abide by the aforementioned food policy for the Journalism Sicily Program.

Signature _______________________________

Date _________________